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Mandatory regulatory compliance is achieved by:

A. displaying the HSE approved law poster on all 
business premises

B. adhering to the staff and management expenses 
policy

C. strictly following the unlimited overtime policy

D. complying with the requirements outlined in the 
company absence management policy

What factors do you need to consider when determining 
the size and number of samples to take when acquiring 
data?

A. Sampling items that are easy to measure and 
sampling at a convenient time of day

B. The situation, the data type and availability of the 
team to conduct the sample

C. The objective of collecting the data, prior knowledge 
and ensuring items that are difficult to measure are 
avoided

D. The type of data, the objectives of collecting it and 
the level of confidence you need in your conclusions

A GANTT chart typically provides details of the:

A. number of overall tasks, the number completed  
so far and their cost

B. task duration, task relationships and finish date  
of the project

C. overall project objective and an outline of the main 
tasks to be undertaken

D. project level indicators and risk ratings for each task

Overcoming individual and organisational resistance  
to change is most likely to be achieved by:

A. ensuring the benefits of change are understood, 
communicating clearly and inviting input and ideas 
from employees

B. providing minimal information regarding the 
change but giving ownership to staff as soon  
as possible

C. promoting as quick a transition to new working 
methods as possible, but not changing the strategy

D. ensuring employees understand the consequences 
of not adopting the change, and then 
implementing the change

A diagram used to facilitate effective project selection, 
which begins with one central item and then continues 
to branch off with related factors until the central item 
has been exhausted is known as a:

A. mind map

B. fishbone diagram

C. flow chart

D. scoping tree

One of the 5 Lean principles is ‘uninterrupted flow’.   
This specifically relates to:

A. refinement of processes and procedures

B. internal and external communication methods

C. minimising workplace distractions

D. facilitating creative thinking and ideas

41
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What is the key piece of legislation that the employer 
must comply with in the event of a major accident in  
the workplace?

A. The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005

B. The Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous 
Occurrences Regulations 2013 (RIDDOR)

C. The Personal Protective Equipment at Work 
Regulations 1992

D. The Data Protection Act 1998

Which of the following is a benefit of a SIPOC diagram?

A. It gives key decision makers a detailed analysis  
of the inputs and outputs of processes

B. It gives people who are unfamiliar with a process  
a high-level overview of its inputs and outputs

C. It provides the business with an accurate breakdown 
of costs for all process inputs against outputs

D. It informs suppliers of the value they add to the 
process outputs of their customers

Which of the following best describes the relationship 
between input and output measures?

A. Output measures are leading indicators that identify 
problems with an input

B. Input measures provide lagging indicators of the 
critical output measures

C. Input measures are leading indicators of the critical 
outputs

D. Output measures are leading indicators that reflect 
the inputs of the process

10
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Under which of the following circumstances would  
you be most likely to use a histogram?

A. To summarise and display the distribution of data 
from a process

B. To show the relative contribution that different 
categories contribute to an overall total

C. To determine if a manufacturing or business  
process is in a state of control

D. To clearly show process variables that need to  
be addressed to improve the process or output

11

To reinforce change within an organisation it is 
important to:

A. avoid any further engagement with stakeholders 
until the change is embedded

B. gather, evaluate and address feedback on the 
change initiative

C. transfer the change to operations as quickly  
as possible

D. review the costs and benefits of the change  
to determine if the project is successful

12

A good problem statement:

A. sets out the symptoms of a problem

B. identifies the gap between the current  
and desired state of a process or product

C. sets key performance indicators based on your 
objectives

D. filters down potential solutions into those that  
are most likely to solve the problem

7
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The most likely use of a control chart is to:

A. provide a measure of central tendency  
(mean, median, mode)

B. show the relationship between two factors  
or variables

C. determine if a measurement can generate  
accurate data to achieve objectives

D. detect special cause variation and ensure  
process stability

18

A decision matrix is a chart that allows a team or 
individual to:

A. systematically identify, analyse and rate the 
performance of relationships between sets of 
information

B. identify all stakeholders that must be included  
in any project communications

C. assign roles and responsibilities to the appropriate 
project team members

D. list and monitor activities carried out and capture 
outputs

17

When conducting experiments to find causes of 
variation, ‘one factor at a time’ means:

A. cumulatively fixing one factor, then another and so 
on, until all variable factors have been tested to see 
the effect on output

B. cumulatively changing one factor, then another, and 
so on, until all factors have been changed to see the 
effect on outputs

C. keeping one factor fixed, while varying others to see 
the effect on a process or output

D. adjusting only one factor at a time while keeping 
others fixed to see the effect on a process or output

16

One purpose of a project implementation plan is to 
show:

A. what tasks need to be accomplished and the status 
of the project at any given time

B. the project management reporting processes

C. the total cost that relates to each phase of the 
project, any overspend and the reason for it

D. which software the organisation will use for setting 
strategic goals

13

Exploratory data analysis is primarily used to examine a 
set of data without making any assumptions about what 
it may contain.  Doing this means that analysts can:

A. identify patterns within, or between, data sets

B. apply a predetermined model to data

C. skew specific information to validate previous 
assumptions

D. reject presumptions, prior to undertaking 
exploration

14

The purpose of data stratification is to:  

A. find the factors and measures most strongly linked 
to customer needs and to focus on these areas

B. determine key factors that may be affecting the  
data you are collecting and to focus on these areas

C. ensure common consistent data collection  
and interpretation of results

D. determine if the collection can generate data 
accurate enough to meet the objectives of the 
project

15
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How does process mapping help a team achieve  
a successful outcome in an improvement project?  

A. Opportunities to enhance the process will be  
even easier to spot and quantify

B. The costs of each part of the process can be 
monitored more closely to prevent over-spend

C. Project team responsibilities for each part of the 
process can be agreed and clearly indicated

D. The ‘as is’ time taken to complete a process cycle  
will be easy to see and compare against the ‘desired 
state’

In which of the following scenarios would you be using 
continuous data in a capability analysis?

A. When counting the presence of defects within  
a process or product

B. When measuring a characteristic of a part, such  
as length or weight

C. Where the data collected is the result of a subjective 
decision

D. Where you need to analyse historical information  
on fault rates

23
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Which statement most closely defines the difference 
between continuous and discrete data?  

A. Continuous data has clear spaces between values 
and cannot be divided, whereas discrete data falls 
in a sequence and the values can be divided into 
fractions or decimals

B. Continuous data has clear spaces between values 
and can be divided into fractions or decimals, 
whereas discrete data falls in a sequence and the 
values cannot be divided

C. Discrete data has clear spaces between values and 
can be divided into fractions or decimals, whereas 
continuous data falls in a sequence and the values 
cannot be divided

D. Discrete data has clear spaces between values and 
cannot be divided, whereas continuous data falls 
in a sequence and the values can be divided into 
fractions or decimals

19

In order to manage change effectively, it is important 
that a leader is able to:

A. review staff performance on a day-to-day basis

B. support individuals and teams through the change

C. be involved with the completion of all tasks

D. liaise with other managers about deadlines

20

Interim containment actions within the 8D Framework 
are taken to:

A. limit the team to only competent persons

B. temporarily limit the extent of a problem until  
a permanent fix can be applied

C. find the root cause of a problem and remove it

D. prevent an existing problem from happening again

21

A goal statement should focus exclusively on the:

A. problems to be addressed

B. process to be followed

C. result to be achieved

D. return on investment

22
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Six Sigma methodology is a measurement-based 
strategy that focuses on:

A. performance management

B. behavioural competencies

C. process improvement

D. organisational design

30

Which of the following statements best describes  
the ‘Plan Do Check Act’ approach?

A. An iterative 4 step management method used for the 
control and continual improvement of processes and 
products

B. A cumulative 4 step approach to identify waste  
in the process and deliver customer satisfaction

C. A comparative approach to identify root causes of 
problems in a process or product by scoring each 
one against another

D. A proactive 4 step approach to identify potential 
issues and take action to install mitigating factors 
before they are realised

Details outlining key elements of a project, such as 
scope, budget, team members and authority levels 
would be found in the:

A. statement of work

B. project outline

C. project charter

D. critical path analysis

25

26

Effective brainstorming can:

A. use the knowledge and experience of specialists only 
to solve problems first time

B. include all the team and encourage creative thinking 
to solve difficult problems 

C. save time by quickly preventing too many people 
suggesting solutions that are unlikely to work

D. ensure that the problem is confined only to those 
who need to know and are likely to be able to help 
with finding a solution

27

What would you be least likely to find in a successful  
and sustainable process?

A. That it covers current and expected future business 
and operational requirements

B. That it consists of operations that add value and 
continually seeks to minimise waste

C. That it is unaffected by change and satisfies 
customer requirements

D. That it prioritises current and urgent business 
operational needs   

28

A project management tool for visually tracking project 
progress, issues and trends is known as:

A. critical path analysis

B. failure modes and effects analysis

C. a RAG status report

D. a SIPOC diagram

29
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Which of the following would most likely be contained  
in a typical data collection plan?

A. Only data that is new and not previously used for 
other projects

B. What data to collect, who will collect it, source  
of data and sample size

C. The project objective, the type of data to be 
collected, the expected results of collection

D. Only historical, archived or existing data that has 
been previously collected and that can be verified  
as correct

33

31

32

Under what circumstances would you use value and 
waste analysis?  

A. To identify and eliminate hidden costs that do  
not add value for the customer

B. To determine how non-value-added operations  
can be improved to add value to a process

C. To calculate the cost of waste to the organisation  
and its customers

D. When there is a need to understand the amount of 
waste produced as a percentage of the overall cost 
of a process or product

To collect reliable data which will help you answer key 
questions for your project, you design a check sheet 
which will accompany work items and be filled in by 
operators at each step of the process.  What is this type 
of check sheet called?

A. Location check sheet

B. Frequency plot check sheet

C. Operator check sheet

D. Traveller check sheet

A brainstorming method in which participants organise 
their ideas and identify common themes is known as:

A. relationship analysis

B. multi voting

C. affinity grouping

D. solution grouping

34

35

The purpose of requirements analysis in determining  
a communication plan is to:

A. analyse the effectiveness of different forms of 
communication during the project lifecycle

B. analyse the communication needs of the stakeholder 
to determine who gets what information and when

C. analyse the efficiency of different communication 
methods, and their cost by different stakeholder 
groups

D. determine if a full communication plan is  
necessary or if a more informal, ad-hoc approach  
can be adopted

Which of the following factors are most likely to be 
considered when selecting improvement projects?

A. The capability of project team, the timescale  
and expense

B. The business strategy and project cost/benefit 
analysis

C. What is most important to the company and its 
customers

D. The project manager and likelihood of success
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37

38

39

Which of the following is an example of ordinal discrete 
data?

A. Product performance – excellent, good, fair or poor

B. The colour of a car - blue, black or silver

C. The number of operators in a work team

D. Type of transport used to deliver goods -  
air, sea or road

Which of the following statements most closely  
defines the purpose of ‘operational definitions’  
when collecting data?

A. To ensure common, consistent data collection  
and interpretation of results

B. To ensure everybody understands the overall 
business objectives

C. To ensure all operations in the process  
are included in the data collection

D. To ensure correct interpretation of results  
and understanding the cost of collection

How does coaching support change in an organisation?

A. It removes barriers by providing managers with the 
opportunity to reinforce the organisation’s goals on  
a one-to-one basis

B. It provides change managers with more free time, 
while staff can vent their frustrations in private 
without fear of reprisal

C. It helps people work through the implications of the 
change themselves, without a manager telling them 
what to do

D. It helps leaders tell people how to embrace change 
and convince them of the benefits of change

40

A control mechanism in any process ensures that:

A. there is no need to monitor processes which can 
only vary from preset limits with the authorisation  
of a responsible person

B. processes are controlled to ensure there is no waste, 
and there are zero product defects that reach the 
end customer

C. there is a rigorous authorisation process in place to 
ensure all operators adhere to procedures unless 
otherwise agreed by their immediate manager

D. processes are monitored to ensure they do not vary 
from preset limits and corrective action begins if 
unwanted deviations are found  
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